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The information below was derived as follows: Franz 	 1

3tIMIDT, Bupo Inspector for the Canton of Turgau, Who had been handling
• ENGELSING's case previous to the latter's departure for the US, was con-
tacted by ENGEISING after his recent return to Europe. SCHMIDT had a
long discussion with ENGEISING, the contents of which were relayed by
SCKAIDT to his colleague 1:	 i who in turn passed the informatiort• 	 A.

along to____	 - 73for our consumptIon.

2. ENGELSING returned to 11.onstanz from the US some time durint•
-	 ber 1948, (Before leaving Europe in November or December of 1947, -
hP. had toldre	 .) that he was goire, to keep his law offices in 	

.

Konstanz functioning 80 that if he ever came back he would still have his
business.) He immediately took up his old law practice again and ap- ,...$	 •
oeared to be considering his return to Europe as at least semi-permanent. 70A	 •
He had little to say about his stay with his wife and children in Cal-

'i ifornia but gave the impression that it had been satisfactory. He tol& .
1801-flIDT that he had been questioned while in the US about his connectioiegii'

lauring the war with the Rote Kapelle group.,•I

3. -ENGELSING, in speaking of his present Political activities
in Konstanz, told SCHMIDT that a 	 thy manufacturer in Radolfzell had
been enlisting ENGELSING's support 4.tattempting to get thsTfrading
.:!ormmthist figure of Konstanz, Rud$	 UEI„ to come over to	 democratic
side and to cooperate with the 	 nch police commisear,. Tido'

(Comment: C.,	 2 authorities, as well as ourselves,
regard this as a very questionable story, GOGUEL. Who was recently re-
moved from the French-sponsored all-party newspaper, Stidkurier, has be-
cause oi this become a more rabid figure than ever and is now being
oisyed up as the Communist 	 tyr of the French Zone. HIID, former
Surcte Commissar for Kons 41kwas long suspected of acting where pos-
sible in favor oi the Comm :IrF s and had as a secretary a known Communist,
wr3BER, fnu, who was one of r,EGIIANE?t oroteges. WEBER is still working .
for the Suret6 in Konstanz. -HIID has since been moved to Freiburg im
Brsia qau where he has the job of Chief of the Surete for the Whole South •
3adcn sector. HI 0 . dace in Konstanz has been taken by FAURY, Thu,
when INANITION sourcOp hink to be a rightist, along with the new
jiv:rnoi: , of.Kbnstanz NCE.L. MILD had been the man chiefly responsible
for ENGELSING's rehab litation as a lawyer free to practice under French
orotection.
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4.	 ck, ENGEISING admitted to SCHMIDT that he had taken up contact
again with sane . L CWITSCII.	 Linda.u_440 .A.144ish Civil .
War veteran.	 NCH is doubly suspect to Swiss police beoaneenf his
contadte with the • o ICAN mop complex, which the Swiss at present are
- Icine 71 to inveP dga e	 -7.A-117). ENGEISING to	 CHMIDT that he had

	

77TOWN6JH that a woman known as F u	 IA was being used
as a courier oetween Lindau and Berlin. This 	 is thought by

Tto be identical with a Frau Dr. Mar 	  THER, A /pp, who
Lue (laughter of a baker in Berlin-NeukUra, T1e márridIn a doctor

in Berlin. GUNTHER spends half her time in Berlin and half her time with
KUKOWITSCH in lindau.

4C,•••

who had previously attempted through SCHMIDT to
get all possible Rote Eapells information out of ENGEISING in the attempt
to clarify the connections between Rote Kapelle-and the Rote Drei, is
extremely anxious now to establish the real reasons for ENGEISING's re-
turn to the still uncomfortable environment of Konstanz after he had been
united with 0.1P wifc =IA children in ciroumstanoss of some affluence in
California.	 has been asked by(1:::rtnd by us to investi-
gate this matter in Konstanz.
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